1996 Cardinal Classic VI UC-Davis B Packet-Tossups

1. In the 1990's, this man has gathered so many rebounds that sports broadcasters have
begun to name the statistic after him. FTP, name this outspoken, hair dying, tattooed,
rebounding, "Worm," lately of the Chicago Bulls.

A. Dennis RODMAN
2. FAQTP, name the only incumbent vice president to defeat an incumbent president
in a presidential election.
A.ThomasJEFFERSON
3. Since Arthur Miller's play "Death of a Salesman," this term has become slang for
a slacker, a person with no job and no desire to get one. FTP, this term comes from the
name of what son of salesman Willy Lowman?
A. BIFF
4. If a population is free from genetic mutation, non-random mating, genetic drift, gene
flow, and natural selection, it is considered to be, FTP, in what sort of equilibrium?
A. HARDY-WEINBERG equilibrium
5. FAQTP, name all three types of columns used in classic architecture.
A. DORIC, IONIC, and CORINTHIAN
6. This power, which is not mentioned anywhere in the Constitution, was created so
cleverly that the executive branch could not protest it, because they had won the court
case in which it was done. FTP, name this brilliant idea created by John Marshall which
gives the courts the power to nullify laws of Congress.
A. JUDICIAL REVIEW
7. FAQTP, in 1968, what major attack was launched by the Viet Cong against American
forces in Vietnam?
A. The TET OFFENSIVE
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8. Although located near the equator, snow can be found year-round at the peak of
Mt. Kilimanjaro, the tallest mountain in Africa. FTP, in what country is the 19,340 foot
mountain located?
A. TANZANIA
9. He is the first man ever to win four Olympic gold medals at a single Games. FTP,
name this man who embarrassed Adolph Hitler at the 1936 Olympics in Berlin.
A. Jessie OWENS
10. Monty Norman wrote the famous theme music to this popular series of movies,
whose lead actor has switched many times over the years, most recently allowing Pierce
Brosnan to play this title role. FTP, name it.
A. James BOND (accept DOUBLE-0-7)
11. This benefactor of man, whose name in Greek means "forethought," has a Hawaiian
counterpart named Maui who, unlike our Titan friend, did not get in trouble for his actions.
FTP, name this mythological figure who brought fire to man.
A. PROMETHEUS
12. This author of Argonauts of the Westera Pacific, an analysis of trade among the
the people of the [Trobriand : TRO-bree-end], has become an ethnographic landmark. His
posthumously published essays include "Magic Science and Religion," and "The Dynamics
of Culture Change." FTP, name this famous social anthropologist.
A. Bronislaw MALINOWSKI
13. He is currently the Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge University,
the same postition once held by Isaac Newton. He is probably more famous, however, for
being a sufferer of ALS, or Lou Gehrigs disease, which has left this famous modern scientist
confined to a wheelchair foremost of his adult life. FTP, name him.
A. Stephen HAWKING
14. Although not from Greece, the members of the musical group R.E.M. are all from
this city, which is, FTP, what mostly unknown hotbed of music buried deep in the American
South?
A. ATHENS, Georgia
15. This former White House Chief of Staff wrote For the Record: From Wall Street to
Washington, a work in which he criticized former First Lady Nancy Reagan for meddling in
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sensitive matters and for relying i,n astrology in arranging the President's schedule. FTP,
name him.
A. Donald REGAN
16. This vehicle was originally designed to aid the locomotion of the obese. _It was
originally powered by the rider's feet pushing on the ground, but more modern versions
are powered by pedaling and can be found in 10, 18, or 21 speed varieties. FTP, name this
two wheeled vehicle.
A. BICYCLE
17. FAQTP, Name the largest mountain range in western Africa, named for a famous
figure in Greek mythology.
A. The ATLAS Mountains
18. FTP, give the last name of the brother combination in major league baseball which
has hit the most home runs lifetime, thanks largely to one brother hitting 755 of them.
A. (Hank and Tommy) AARON
19. Stories abound about this man, who was born in approximately 1480. Through the
. years, he was the basis for a novel by Thomas Mann, an opera by Gounod, an etching by
Rembrandt, a drama by Marlowe, and perhaps most well known for a tragedy by [Goethe
GUR-teh]. FTP, name the central character of these various works.
A. Johann (or John) FAUST (accept Dr. FAUSTUS)
20. These tall flowering trees are known as gum trees in their native land. FTP, what
is the familiar term for these trees whose extracts are a part of some cough dropsbut are
better known as a source of nourishment for koalas?
A. EUCALYPTUS Trees
21. Hillary Clinton used an automated signing machine on her recent tour to promote
this new book. FTP, what is its title?
A. IT TAKES A VILLAGE (subtitle not necessary)
22. FTP, what is the collective name of Islam, Christianity, and Judaism? If you haven't
buzzed in yet, the name is the adjective form of the first person that all three religions
believe to be a prophet.
A. ABRAHAMIC religions
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23. "Kids Put Candy On Fat Gooey Snails" is an example of a mnemonic device which
can be used to remember this man's taxonomic classification scheme. FTP, what Swedish
naturalist created the hierarchical levels of kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus,
and species?
A. Carolus (Charles) LINNAEUS
24. Kentucky Fried Chicken, Taco Bell, Pizza Hut, and Frito Lay are all part of, FTP,
what major American corporation?
A. PEPSICO (do not accept "Pepsi")
25. When England's Queen Anne died, a great-grandson of James I became king despite
the fact that he spoke no English. FTP, name this German who came to power in 1714.
A. GEORGE I (prompt if " George" is given)
26. In economics, this term describes an economy totally free of government intervention, where the forces of the marketplace are allowed to operate freely. FTP, identify this
French term that means literally, "to let do."
A. LAISSEZ-FAIRE
27. He won a Pulitzer prize for history in 1940 for a biography he wrote. He won
another for his poetry in 1951. FTP, name this famous American poet.
A. Carl SANDBERG
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1996 Cardinal Classic VI UC-Davis B Packet-Bonuses

1. (20) This author is often credited with writing the first detective story. For twenty
points, name this author for whom the Mystery Writers of America named an award.

A. Edgar Allan POE
2. (25) Not counting prepositions, collect five points apiece for each of the words whose
initials form the acronym LASER.
A. LIGHT, AMPLIFICATION, STIMULATED, EMISSION, RADIATION
3. (20) Give the English names, in order, of the four operas in Richard Wagner's Ring
Cycle for five points each.
A. (in order) The RHINEGOLD (accept The GOLD OF THE RHINE), The VALKYRIE,
SIEGFREID, TWILIGHT OF THE GODS
4. (30) For the following list of victims, name the famous assassin who killed them, 10
points each.
(10) Harvey Milk
(10) Robert Kennedy
(10) Archduke Franz Ferdinand

A. Dan WHITE
A. SIRHAN SIRHAN (prompt on "Sirhan")
A. Gavrillo PRINCIP (accept "Prinzip")

5. (30) Answer the following questions about a convicted murderer and child molester
who was executed in January, 1996.
(5) By what method did he choose to be executed?
A. FIRING SQUAD
(10) In what state was he executed?
A.UTAH
(15) What was his name?
A. John Albert TAYLOR
~o

6. (2fr) Given the meanings of the Greek or Latin roots, identify the English word for
5 points apiece with a 5 point bonus for all correct.
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(5) The Greek roots meaning "from a distance" and "Sound."
A.TELEPHONE
(10) The Latin roots meaning "to make" and "like."
A. FACSIMILE
(10) The Greek roots meaning "small" and "to look."
A. MICROSCOPE
7. (30) For ten points each, name the three largest islands in Europe in order of
decreasing size.
A. GREAT BRITAIN (or equivalent), ICELAND, IRELAND
8. (30) Among the major leagues of professional baseball, basketball, football, and
hockey, seven nicknames are shared by more than one team, such as the Houston and
Edmonton Oilers. Name the other six nicknames for 5 points each.
A.

GI~TS, JEfS, KINGS, CARDUfALS, RANGERS, PANTHERS

9. (30) Identify the authors of the following works for the stated number of points.
(10) Remembrance of Things Past
(10) No One Writes to the Colonel
(10) Things Fall Apart

A. Marcel PROUST
A. Gabriel Garcia MARQUEZ
A. Chinua ACHEBE

10. (30) For five points each, with an additional five points for all five, name the five
Marx Brothers.
A. GROUCHO, HARPO, CHICO, ZEPPO, GUMMO
11. (30) For 10 points each, name the three most common systems for acid-base classification.
A. LEWIS, BRONSTED-LOWRY, ARRHENIUS
12. (25) For 25 points, give the two-word Latin phrase for the type of brief that allows
groups or individuals not party to the litigation to influence the decision of a court of law.
A. AMICUS CURIAE
13. (30) Identify this historical individual, 30-20-10
(30) He ruled the France that produced [Corneille : cor-NAY-ell], Racine, Moliere, and
Pascal.
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(20) His motto was "The state is me."
(10) He ruled France longer than any other monarch.
A. LOUIS XIV
14. (30) Identify for 10 points each the three companies which individually bought the
most airtime during Superbowl XXX.
A. ANHEUSER-BUSCH, PEPSI, NIKE
15. (30) For five points each, and a five point bonus for matching all five, pair up
the Greek and Roman goddesses. The Greeks are Athena, Artemis, Demeter, Hestia, and
Hera. The Romans are Ceres, Vesta, Diana, Minerva, and Juno.
,/

A. ATHENA-MINERVA, ARTEMIS-DIANA, DEMETER-CERES, HESTIA-VESTA,
HERA-JUNO
..--16. (30) For five points each, name the six truly elementary particles known as quarks.
A. UP, DOWN, STRANGE, CHARM, T9P (or TRUTH), BOTTOM (or BEAUTY)
r
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17. (20) Name the school mascots for the following Universities for five points each with
a five point bonus for getting all·fi.ve:
1""lvee

(5) University of Connecticut
(5) University of Wisconsin, Madison
(5) Wake Forest University

A. HUSKIES
A. BADGERS
A. DEMON DEACONS

18. (30) Given the famous mystery character, name the author that created him (ten
points each).
(10) Mike Hammer
(10) Sam Spade
(10) Hercule Poirot

A. Mickey SPILLANE -A. Dashiell HAMMETT --A. Agatha CHRISTIE /'

19. (30) Harris tweed is named for the southern part of the largest and northernmost
island in a small chain off the west coast of Scotland. For thirty points, name this island
chain which is the only place one can find this distinctive cloth.
A. OUTER HEBRIDES (prompt on "Hebrides")
20. (20) His "Symphony Number Seven" is also known as the "Leningrad" Symphony.
For 20 points name this Russian composer.
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A. Dmitri SHOSTAKOVITCH (SHOS-ta-KO-vich)
21. (20) Although born with a disease that left his legs weakened, he won the gold in
the 1920 Olympic 100-meter Freestyle swimming competition. He then went on to become
the "King of the Jungle," starring in twelve Tarzan movies. For twenty points, name this
swimmer turned actor.
A. Johnny WEISMUELLER
22. (30) Name the following about states and U.S. presidents.
(10) More presidents have been born in these two states than any other, with seven
each. For five points each, name the two states.
A. OHIO and VIRGINIA
(20) For ten points each, name the first president to hail from each of these states.
A. Ulysses S. GRANT (Ohio), George WASHINGTON (Virginia)
23. (30) For five points each, and five extra for the correct order from oldest to most
recent, name the five epochs in the tertiary period of the Cenozoic Era.
A. PALEOCENE, EOCENE, OLIGOCENE, MIOCENE, PLIOCENE
24. (30) Avid comic strip re,tders know the DeGroot family well. For 10 points each,
Narne the two DeGroot teenage children and their dog.
A. LUANN and BRAD, and PUDDLES
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